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Abstract

The CRT computer is not responding, or the CRT is giving all kinds of crazy errors when you try
to run! Maybe the CRT rack lost power. Symptoms could include weird timestamps, a non-responsive
CRT server (np04-crt-001.cern.ch), the CRT board reader won't boot and has an empty log �le, or CRT
Fragment_size and Fragments Made metrics both went to 0 on run control. You should alert the CRT
experts, but they might not be able to do all of these tests remotely. Follow these instructions in order,
and get the experts' advice and oversight if you can.

1 Instructions

• Make an ELog entry to document what happened, and follow up with your method when you're done.

• Alert the CRT experts to what's going on.

• Check current draw on CRT LV supply. Probably turn o� all LV channels regardless of what it is in
case of mistakes when bring timing endpoint back. Low currents might mean we're not getting clock
from the timing endpoint.

• Check HV supply. Is it reacting to Geco? The touch screen? Wait maybe 30 minutes, then contact
Xavier for help?

• Try to connect to CRT computer. If you can't, try turning it on at the rack. If you still can't connect,
contact networking/server expert.

• Try to get timing endpoint status with pdtbutler. If it works, con�gure it in TimeSync mode tem-
porarily for next test. If it doesn't, contact a timing expert.

• Test frequency of clock signals. It should be 50MHz, and watch out for 250MHz (looks like sawtooth
after converter). Check that timing endpoint is sending sync pulses, and check shape on oscilloscope
if you can.

• Turn HV to all channels back on if it is o�.

• Turn LV back on (detailed instructions on order of LV power-up needed badly). Check currents as
you go. If any current is far above 2.50A, you have a problem, and you should take all channels down
immediately. I noticed about 3.1A when we were getting a 250MHz clock once. Try plugging back in
the 62.5MHz clock that is available from the loose NIM cable hanging from the silver Double Chooz
timing fanout on the front of the CRT rack. If the current draws look OK with the 62.5MHz cable,
then something is probably wrong with the clock from the timing endpoint.

• If you got this far and LV currents and voltages look good, congratulations, you've probably revived
the CRT! Take a test run with run control if you're feeling con�dent or start/stopallboards.pl if you're
not (should be another set of instructions), and look at data rate (run control) or monitoring plots
(startallboards.pl).
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